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**Synopsis**

Quickly master the basics of medical terminology and begin speaking and writing terms almost immediately! Using Davi-Ellen Chabner’s proven learning methods, Medical Terminology: A Short Course, 6th Edition omits time-consuming, nonessential information and helps you build a working medical vocabulary of the most frequently encountered suffixes, prefixes, and word roots. Medical terms are introduced in the context of human anatomy and physiology to help you understand exactly what they mean, and case studies, vignettes, and activities demonstrate how medical terms are used in practice. With all this plus medical animations, word games, and flash cards on the companion Evolve website, you'll be amazed at how easily medical terminology becomes part of your vocabulary. Simple, clear, non-technical explanations demystify medical terminology even if you've had little or no background in medicine or science. Self-teaching text/workbook approach reinforces learning every step of the way with labeling diagrams, pronunciation tests, and review sheets throughout the book. Full-color images illustrate anatomical and pathological terms. UNIQUE Picture Show activities, practical case studies, and vignettes demonstrate real-life applications of medical terms. Spotlight feature identifies and clarifies potentially confusing terminology. Audio pronunciations and definitions help you pronounce terms correctly and commit their definitions to memory. Labeled illustrations in the Spanish glossary present Spanish terms used in the healthcare setting. A companion Evolve website includes word games, learning exercises, audio pronunciations, animations, an anatomy coloring book, electronic flash cards, and more. First Person vignettes provide personal narratives to help you understand diseases and conditions from a patient’s perspective. Principal Diagnosis feature shows how medical terms are used in clinical practice by asking you to read physician notes about a case and determine the patient’s principal diagnosis. Medical Terminology Check Up at the end of each chapter reinforces key concepts. New and updated medical information keeps you current with today’s healthcare terminology and includes new and re-drawn illustrations.
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I would advise anyone interested in the medical field to aggressively pursue this material. Clear, concise and very compelling. The pictures are of great value, as I am more of the visual type. Mastering the spelling is my next great challenge, as I am interested in a medical transcriptionist career. My next book from her will be, "the Language of Medicine," which I have already encountered through a CRNFA relative. Very well written, as well.

Just began working in the book today and I gotta say I love it! It's designed to make you pass! There's now a 7th edition, but not much changed, you're still granted online access to the different games, learning exercises and practice quizzes which are a tremendous help!! REALLY appreciate that!! The book itself is full of information aimed at helping you succeed! It's written in "laymens" terms which is definitely greatly appreciated! If you have any interest in pursuing something in the medical field I urge you to get this book. You can never start learning medical terminology too early!

My friend Hannah used this text for her class, and she really found it to be very useful. She reports, "I think that this book does a great job of giving all kinds of medical terms and the definitions, along with descriptions of diseases, symptoms, body parts, and systems. A couple things I found most helpful was all the definitions of all the medical terms, and how simply they phrased the definitions. It was not long and complicated to understand. Another thing I liked were the graphics and the pictures that showed what the diseases looked like. For example, when talking about bone structures the book gave great pictures referencing and the locations and the names of the bones. The book is very clearly organized. In the purple boxes were the diseases that went along with the chapters. The chapters were very well organized and explained everything in detail. One very important thing I found really helpful was how, in the beginning of the book, the pre-fixes and suffixes were given definitions and an example of how each one contributes meaning in a technical term. In the back of the book it also had all the prefixes and suffixes. With this dual reference, you could access it easily. I found this book really helpful to me in my course. It helped me get good
grades by making studying easier and more effective! I would recommend this book to anyone studying medical terms and diseases."

I would recommend this book to anyone. I recently started graduate school and we had to study this beforehand. I found that it is very well organized and easy to navigate. I especially appreciated the cases and exercises/quizzes at the end of each chapter and thought they really helped me learn and solidify the information I had read in the chapter. It included real world examples, which I also found helpful, and has appendices that are easy to maneuver and are very helpful. This book gave me a strong base of medical knowledge that I have fallen back on many times in my classes. Great book!

This is a really good book; currently using it for a med term class. It makes pronouncing terms quite easy by breaking the words completely down, This is one of those books that will last on the bookshelf.

I took the same course some years ago (in person) prior to becoming a nurse and bought it for someone who expressed an interest. It’s a wonderful course and the best, I think to learn medical terminology.

It is easy to understand and remember. Also there are many exercises in the book, however it is much better if it has Audio CDs.

This book is very short but effective in teaching the basics in Medical Terminology, If you need a little help with this subject its perfect. This has quick efficient chapters that quickly teach basic terminology. Throughout the chapters there are exercises meant to be written directly in the book. If you have an interest in the medical field then this book is perfect to get you started on understanding the language all medical professionals use in the workplace.
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